Chris Arreola KOs Abell, Lopez KOs Dallas On FNF
Written by David A. Avila
Saturday, 29 January 2011 00:40

TEMECULA-Two Riverside prizefighters Chris “The Nightmare” Arreola and Josesito Lopez
proved they were a notch above their opponents in front of a sold-out crowd on Friday at
Pechanga Resort and Casino.

Arreola took a few punches from Minnesota’s Joey “Ice” Abell (27-5, 26 KOs), looked him over,
then crushed the heavyweight with a counter right that snapped his head back like one of those
boxing toys. Then came a flurry of half a dozen blows that had Abell reeling on the ropes and
the fight was quickly stopped at 2:18 of the first round. Arreola kissed Abell on the cheek right
after the ref stepped in.
“I didn’t hit so might as well kiss him,” said Arreola (30-2, 26 KOs).
The Riverside heavyweight who lost last year to cruiserweight turned heavyweight Tomasz
Adamek wants to dispel all thoughts that he’s a mere set up for heavyweight champions.
“Everybody who believed in me thank you. We're going to run this byotch in 2011. I promise,”
said Arreola after the scrap, which headlined ESPN's Friday Night Fights. “Everybody who
supports me thank you, everybody who hates me thank you. 2010 was the worst year in my life
and it was my fault. 2011 I’m going to work my ass off and get this title. I guarantee it.”
Arreola flew to Houston, Texas to work with Ronnie Shields on footwork and precision right
hands. It immediately helped.
“We worked on balance, balance, balance,” said Arreola. “When he (Abell) pulled back, I
cranked that right hand and it was right there.”
Though Abell’s punches did land Arreola said they weren’t enough to stop him.
“You always feel the punch. I worked on keeping my hand right in front of my nose because
lefties are tricky,” he said.
Other bouts
Within the first minute of the fight heads were clashing and Josesito Lopez (29-3, 17 KOs)
emerged with a small gash right above the bridge of his nose. Mike Dallas (17-1-1) looked to hit
and hold immediately as Lopez worked to fight inside.
A left hook at the end of the second round staggered Dallas a bit. Before that, both fought
entangled throughout the round as Dallas seemed to be hitting and holding.
Lopez landed a four punch combination that had Dallas on the move. When Lopez cornered
him he turned his back and was hit on the kidney and needed time to rest. The referee gave him
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time but warned him not to turn his back in the third round.
In the fourth round Dallas boxed more and held less and used quick one-twos to score points as
Lopez tried to close the distance. A few body shots were landed by Lopez but Dallas was
busier.
Lopez mauled Dallas in the fifth round. During a six punch combination the Bakersfield boxer
stopped and complained about a blow behind the head. Lopez continued and kept punching
and forced Dallas to retreat.
The sixth round saw Dallas try to resume control but Lopez kept attacking the body. At the end
of the round Lopez fired several blows and Dallas slipped to the floor.
Two crushing left hooks hurt Dallas in the eighth and while he stumbled into the corner referee
Raul Caiz Jr. stopped the fight. Dallas then stumbled into the ropes and complained about the
stoppage but he was falling down. The first left hook stood up Dallas and the second hook had
the Bakersfield fighter reeling. Caiz stopped the fight at 1:47 of the seventh round and Lopez
grabbed the NABF junior welterweight title.
“It was a tough fight just like we expected. He was fast, he was skilled. I went through the tough
storm but now I’m here with the victory,” said Lopez. “I put everything on the line and I managed
to stay focused.”
Dallas, who held the NABF title, was disappointed in the stoppage.
“I touched my nose and the ref stopped the fight and he shouldn’t have,” said Dallas. “He never
once called for him hitting me on the back of my head.”
Estrada
Former Olympian Shawn Estrada (11-0, 10 KOs) had too much firepower and too much skill for
Minnesota’s willing Jon Schmidt (10-1, 6 KOs). As soon as the first round began Estrada was
piercing Schmidt’s defense with right hands and left hooks.
Though Schmidt was floored early he got up and tried valiantly to get back into the fight.
Estrada slipped the blows and landed a perfect one-two combination for a clean knockout at
1:48 of the first round.
“I thought he was going to give more because he had a great record, but I stopped him,” said
Estrada.
Hoskins
Kevin Hoskins (4-0, 3 KOs) of L.A. won a slugfest with Wilmington’s Ramon Flores (3-10-2) by
split decision after four rounds of a junior lightweight battle. Hoskins was the more accurate
puncher but Flores fired more blows that just didn’t connect enough. The scores were 39-37
twice for Hoskins and 39-37 for Flores. There were no knockdowns.
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Elegele
A counter right hook by Joseph Elegele (10-0, 8 KOs) dropped Manuel Aguilar (5-1, 4 KOs) for
a knockout at 2:18 of the first round of a junior welterweight bout set for six rounds. Elegele’s
long reach was too much to overcome for Aguilar who was belted the first time he attempted to
fire back.

Comment on this article
brownsugar says:
Note to Dallas, never beg for help from the ref when your hungry opponent is in the middle of a
10 punch combination. Even Bhop only complains when he's a safe distance away. Good
hearing ESPN reference our venerable Editor,... Editor Mike who twittered that he didn't think
Areola expressing his condolences by planting a kiss on his defeated foes cheek was an
appropriate course of action. Good confidence builder for Areola, he did far better than I
expected... the hard punching ex football player undoubtedly got the best lessen of his life in
one round than all of the other rounds in his career combined. Estrada deserved a better
opponent that the EMO, Gothic, Grunge farmer/boxer he was matched with,he couldn't have
possibly gained anything from that totally unnecessary fight. but overall an entertaining night of
boxing. and of course Teddy (love him or hate him) was in rare form.
the Roast says:
I dont know what to say first. The stoppage in both fights was wee bit premature. No outrage.
Both fighters were a few more punches from a conlusive ending. Good to see Chris in decent
shape, for him. Still flabby but alot less chin. We learned that guys from Minnesota cant fight. I
haven't seen a guy's head snapped back like that since the water bottle. No not that one, the
one I mixed! I love to see my name in lights but it's time to change the quote of note.
brownsugar says:
Ditto Roast. TheQON must go. Even I can endure only so much fame and adoration. Can't wait
to read the responses from tonights fight tommorrow. I'M sure the boards will be blazing and
TSS WRITERS will be banging out articles till the break of dawn. Sucks that I have to put in
over ten ours of work today but the drinks and food will be flowin like a ruptured BP pipeline by
tonight. Enjoy the fight, and may everyone eat their crow like a man on Sunday morning.
FORMER TSS member and you new guys make sure you weigh- in on TB vs Alexander.
riverside says:
Good friday night fight, couln't make to pechanga last night but watched on tv, loked like both
fight got stooped prematurely,Dallas loked like cintron out there, loking for the ref for help each
time Josesito got close to him.That could be a factor as to why Caiz stopped the fight onces he
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saw dallas in trouble.As for abell, with his punching power, he might have been able to wear
down Arreola, tired him and turn it to a close fight.Brownsugar i did hear mIcheal woods
criticized arreola for kiss on the cheek,Arreola would of lost it if Dr k would of done that to him.
admin says:
"Like a ruptured BP pipeline." ANOTHER Sug classic line.
admin says:
Riverside, thanks for stopping in
the Roast says:
I didnt like the kiss. That was bush league.
riverside says:
The old TSS felt like everyone was closer, The new Tss feels like everyone is so far away. Tss
members are in a warming process, Like the first day of school. Soon we will all be giving our
different views..I'm still taking Bradley tonight!
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